
MORTENSON CONSTRUCTION SPEAKS OUT ON ARIDUS

THE PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

+ Placed 20,000 sq ft of Aridus concrete on this project in two buildings 

+ Concrete was placed on metal decking with varying thickness of 4 to 6 inches and 
achieved the following moisture levels at 45 days per ASTM F2170: 

 o Aridus Rapid Drying Concrete = 78% RH

 o Conventional Concrete = 93% RH

PROJECT TEAM

Owner: Charles Schwab
Architect: Fentress Architects
General Contractor: Mortenson Construction
Concrete Supplier: Bestway Concrete & Aggregates
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Moisture mitigation is not only time consuming but it is incredibly expensive. 
Taking that step out of the process is huge. Aridus has allowed us to see the 
benefits of reaching low internal relative humidity very quickly. It also reached 
a high-early psi, which allows us to put equipment on the slab in 3 days. This is 
one of the keys to speeding up our construction schedule.”

– Chris Bradford Construction Superintendent – Mortenson Construction Inc.

Charles Schwab Campus

SCHEDULING CHALLENGE

+ Opening retail building under limited construction timeline

+ This project was on a tight schedule and there was no additional time to apply a 
secondary moisture mitigation system

ARIDUS® CONCRETE ADDRESSES CHALLENGES

+ Aridus was selected because it is a moisture elimination strategy, compared to a 
secondary moisture mitigation application to the surface of the concrete that costs 
additional time and money, plus leaves residual moisture trapped in the concrete.

+ The high early strength allowed the slab to be used in 3 days for storage of building 
materials.

“Saved thousands and thousands 
of dollars”

ARIDUS® AT-A-GLANCE

Problem: Floors Gone Bad
Aridus® Rapid Drying Concrete is the first ready-mix 
concrete solution for preventing moisture-related floor 
covering failures, an industry-wide problem that costs 
millions of dollars annually in damage, downtime, repair 
and replacement.

Impacts of Flooring Failures
+ Construction Delays
+ Cost Overruns
+ Moisture Mitigation

Options:
Today’s options attempt to seal in the moisture, but 
none get rid of the problem within the concrete, nor do 
they address relative humidity (RH). In addition, these 
costly and late stage treatments do not prevent the 
moisture problems from the beginning.

Why Aridus®?
Aridus® Concrete is a scientifically engineered rapid 
drying concrete that consumes excess water, thereby 
preventing moisture problems from the very beginning 
by accelerating the concrete drying time.

+ Eliminates moisture issues
+ Eliminates costly and time-consuming moisture 

mitigation systems or extended drying time, 
thereby offering schedule savings

+ Eliminates moisture related environmental hazards 
such as mold and mildew

+ Superior performance as compared to 
conventional concrete: 

  • High-early strength
  • Superior compressive strength
  • Improved drying shrinkage properties
  • Very low permeability
  • Significantly reduced curling
+ Your insurance policy
+ 10 year warranty for moisture relatied flooring 

problems

+ Environmental Hazards
+ Liability Issues
+ Damaged Reputation

Charles Schwab Campus
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– Dana Rotkovich Senior Sales Rep – Bestway Concrete & Aggregates

BESTWAY CONCRETE ON ARIDUS

It is critical for contractors to get their concrete below 80% internal relative 
humidity. Aridus was chosen for this project because of the fast-paced schedule. 
It allowed us to come into several sections of the project and put down a rapid 
drying concrete so they can put flooring down very quickly without the threat 
of high moisture in the slab. Aridus has performed extremely well for us. Aridus 
provides a great solution for moisture mitigation because, for the first time, you 
are able to put a concrete slab down and guarantee within 45 days that you can 
put down flooring. That has not been met or matched by anyone in the industry. ”    

MORTENSON CONSTRUCTION CONFIRMS ARIDUS

– Mike Lewis Concrete Superintendent – Mortenson Construction Inc.

The construction industry over the last 10 years, due to the adhesion issues with 
flooring, has required moisture mitigation before using any flooring compound. 
Using Aridus will eliminate the need to cover our floors with a topping compound 
before installing floor coverings. This will save us and other contractors 
thousands and thousands of dollars. On this project, the Aridus product has 
performed tremendously on all pours.” 

A CLOSER LOOK

+ Bestway utilized a silo on load cells with a variable speed auger to ensure precise 
dosing of admixtures to the concrete drum. The spout at the end of the auger uses a 
sleeve to block wind, effectively delivering admixtures into the mixer. 

+ Aridus® achieved 5,400 psi within 3 days. This positively affected the schedule – 
being able to use the slab for machinery and storage cuts time from the entire project. 
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FINISHING ASPECTS

Aridus Concrete’s 
texture and workability 
is very comparable to 
standard concrete. 
Aridus was engineered 
as much for ease of use 
as it was to moisture 
elimination. See what 
the finishers had to say 
about it below. 

– Bill Gonzales Foreman 

Mortenson Construction Inc.

It is a very pumpable mix, which is the 
first thing we look for. We shoot it with a 
laser, screed it and run a bull float over 
it just like we would with any other mix. I 
am very satisfied with the finishability of 
this mix, because it is very rich. We are 
able to get what we call ‘butter’ and get 
a really nice finish. ” 


